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N. B. 1. All the questions are compulsory.
2. Figures to the right indicate full marks.
3. Draw neat labelled diagrams where ever necessary.
Q.1.

A] Choose the most correct option and rewrite the sentence.
a) Sessile particles on outer side of outer membrane of mitochondria are

(10)

called ----------

i) F0-F1 complex

b)

c)

d)

e)

f)

g)

h)

i)

j)
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ii) subunits of FernandezMoran
iii) subunits of Parson
iv) ATPase complex
Beside ATP synthesis, mitochondria help in ---------- synthesis.
i) proteins
ii) carbohydrates
iii) lipids
iv) fatty acids
Tetrads can be observed in ---------- stage of prophase I.
i) leptotene
ii) zygotene
iii) pachytene
iv) diplotene
Philadelphia chromosome is an example of ---------i) deletion & duplication
ii) deletion & translocation
iii) deletion & inversion
iv) translocation & inversion
Barr body is ------------i) slit in the eyes of
ii) inactivated X chromosomes
Drosophila
iii) inactivated Y chromosomes iv) Murray Barr
The plant species Melandrium album follows ---------- system of sex
determination.
i) XO
ii) XY
iii) ZO
iv) ZW
Holandric genes are present on ---------- chromosome.
i) nonhomologous region of Y ii) homologous region of Y
iii) nonhomologous region of X iv) homologous region of X
The replication of DNA begins at a specific region in the molecule
called as ---------i) initiation point
ii) replication bubble
iii) loop of replication
iv) origin of replication
Enzyme ---------- brings out relaxation of DNA supercoiling during
replication.
i) primase
ii) gyrase
iii) relaxase
iv) helicase
Enzyme ---------- was formerly called as Kornberg enzyme.
i) DNA polymerase I
ii) DNA polymerase II
iii) DNA polymerase III
iv) DNA ligase
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Q.1.

B] Answer the following questions in one or two sentences.
a) What is crossing over?
b) Which subunit of ribosomes is attached first to the mRNA?
c) What is the role of SRY gene on Y chromosome?
d) What is criss-cross inheritance?
e) What is operon?

Q.2.

(10)

Answer any two from the following:
Describe ultrastructure and functions of mitochondrion.
Describe the structure and functions of peroxisomes.
Describe prophase I of meiosis.
Explain clover leaf model of tRNA.

(20)

Answer any two from the following:
What do you mean by chromosomal aberrations? Describe deletion with
suitable example.
Explain the mechanism of sex determination in Drosophila.
What is haemophilia? Explain genetic basis behind inheritance of
haemophilia.
What is maternal inheritance? Explain streptomycin resistance in
Chlamydomonas.

(20)

(20)

a)
b)
c)
d)

Answer any two from the following:
Give the molecular details of DNA replication in prokaryotes.
What is transcription? Explain transcription in prokaryotes.
Describe the steps involved in mRNA synthesis in eukaryotes.
What is RNA processing? Describe RNA processing in eukaryotes.
Write short notes on any four of the following:
B-DNA
Cytokinesis
Gynandromorphs
Sex influenced traits
Leading and lagging strand
Meselson and Stahl’s experiment

(20)

a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)

a)
b)
c)
d)
Q.3.
a)
b)
c)
d)

Q.4.

Q.5.
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